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Set forth herein is a whitepaper for Tangi with an overview of certain business concepts of
GetTangi Corporation. (DBA as “Tangi” or “the Company”). This information is intended for
review only by those who have executed a confidentiality agreement with the Company. No
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by the management of the Company as
to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained within this plan. No copies of this
whitepaper may be made without the express prior written consent of the Company. The sole
purpose of this whitepaper is to provide information to potential investors for their initial
review of the business concept. This paper shall not be considered an offering of securities.
Neither the delivery of this paper nor any discussions hereunder shall, under any circumstances,
create any implication that the information contained herein is correct as of any time
subsequent to the date of this whitepaper or that there has been no change in the affairs of the
Company since such date.
Please note that this whitepaper is subject to further amendments, clarification, assumptions
and disclaimers prior to any future live launch of any token. Accordingly, please contact
management to ensure that you have read the latest version of the whitepaper. We reserve the
right to refuse to allocate Tangi tokens, if and when issued, to persons that fail to comply with
our Know Your Customer (KYC procedure and/or are restricted from holding Tangi tokens, at our
reasonable discretion.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
GetTangi Corporation,
is
creating
the
Tangi
ecosystem,
a comprehensive blockchain-based platform with a set tools
to improve the retail shopping experience, increase customer
loyalty and engagement, and increase revenue and profits for
merchants in the cannabis industry.
GetTangi Corporation. (dba “Tangi”) is launching the Tangi ecosystem, a comprehensive,
blockchain-based platform with a set of tools to improve the retail shopping experience,
increase customer loyalty and engagement, and increase revenue and profits for merchants in
the cannabis industry.
Transactions within the Tangi ecosystem are based on a new
best-of-breed cryptocurrency called the “Tangi” which is a
blockchain-based utility token for simple, quick and secure
payments within the Tangi network.
The Tangi Ecosystem includes all the necessary elements for
an integrated trading community for the cannabis industry,
including:
•

Tangi Pay Mobile Phone App, a personal digital wallet
for comsumers to securely purchase, save and spend
Tangi tokens and manage their Tangi Loyalty Rewards;

•

Tangi Pay POS for merchants to safely and securely accept customer payments, engage
customers, and seamlessly offer the Tangi Loyalty Rewards Program;

•

Tangi Loyalty Rewards Program to reward consumers, merchants, brokers, and industry
and ecosystem advocates who use the Tangi token.

Tangi is built on the Binance Smart Chain(BEP-20) platform which offers its Decentralized
Exchange (DEX) with all the features of a professional trading platform to faclitate high-speed,
secure transactions within the Tangi community and to exchange Tangi with other types of
traditional and cryptocurrency. The Tangi ecosystem fully harnesses the security and
convenience of decentralized, blockchain-based transactions, and enables users to avoid the
risks and privacy sacrifices of centralized services.
Current State of the Retail Cannabis Industry
Anyone in the retail industry will agree that competition is fierce, and costs to acquire and
retain new customers are high. Merchants are constantly faced with growth challenges and are
always looking for new ways to attract new customers and build customer loyalty.
1
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These challenges are even more pronounced in the retail cannabis industry which has seen a
surge in the number of new retail establishments in a number of newly legalized markets. Sales
of cannabis products is expected to soar as marijuana quickly transitions from a black market to
a legitimate and viable growth industry.
Medical marijuana use is currently legal in 38 states, and 17 states and the District of Columbia
have legalized adult recreational use with New York being the most recent to do so. California,
which officially legalized recreational adult use sales in January 2018, is the largest legal market
in the world with an estimated $8 billion in sales in the state last year. Nationally, the U.S.
market is currently valued at $61 billion.
The cannabis industry is still in the early stages of a rapid growth phase and is highly
fragmented. There are 7,500 Medical Dispensaries and Recreational Stores operating in the U.S.
in 2021.
As the industry matures, players are emerging that want to create multinational franchises and
build recognized and valued international brands. These companies have aggressive acquisition
strategies that will drive industry consolidation and increased competition for elusive medical
and recreational marijuana consumers.

Retail Challenges in the Cannabis Industry
Cannabis retailers are facing a number of challenges, including:
1
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•

Customer Aquisition and Retention - The number of retail outlets and a push to
consolidate will drive intense competition among retailers for customers that can easily
change loyalties. Retailers are looking for ways to increase customer traffic and loyalty.

•

Lack of a Viable Banking Solution - Despite being legal in several U.S. states, the federal
government still considers marijuana to be an illegal drug, and most banking institutions
currently refuse to provide banking services to the cannabis industry. Most transactions
in the cannabis industry are largely done on a cash basis. An estimated 70 percent of
cannabis businesses have no relationship with a financial institution and thus use cash
for all transactions, including salaries for employees.1 Because of this merchants are
subject to a high risk of burglary and robbery.

•

Unreasonable Banking Fees –Retailers are subject to unreasonable fees through for
traditional banking services. Annual bank fees now average from $300 to $666 a year at
US Bancorp, Bank of America and Wells Fargo.2

•

Supporting E-commerce – Consumers are increasingly migrating to online purhasing,
and retailers must support sales through both instore and online channels to compete.

•

New Payment Technologies –Consumers are demanding the convenience offered by
mobile payment platforms and digital Wallets, and retailers need to upgrade their Point
of Sale systems to accommodate these new technologies.

The Tangi Vision
Tangi has designed the Tangi ecosystem to include all
the necessary elements for an integrated trading
community. The platform includes theTangi Pay
mobile phone app and Tangi Pay POS for an affordable
full-service payment processing solution for
merchants that not only supports quick and easy retail
transactions, but allows merchants and consumers to
benefit from a number of premium sevices and
valuable progams offed by Tangi exclusively for the
Tangi community. The Tangi Pay platform is fully bank
integrated provides the perfect cashless payment
solution for merchants in the cannabis industry that may not otherwise have a viable payment
solution other than cash. With Tangi Pay POS merchants have seamless access to offer the
Tangi Loyalty Reward Program to build customer engagement and loyalty and increase revenue
and profits.

1

“When does too much cash become a health risk? When you own a marijuana shop” by Stewart Leavenworth,
February 7, 2018. http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/article198941964.html
2

“Bank fees rise to all-time high — and nobody can stop them” by John Aidan Byrne, New York Post, March 12,
2017. https://nypost.com/2017/03/12/bank-fees-rise-to-all-time-high-and-nobody-can-stop-them/
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The Tangi Utility Token
Transactions within the Tangi ecosystem are based on a new best-of-breed cryptocurrency
called the “Tangi” which is a scalable, blockchain-based utility token for simple, quick and
secure payments within the Tangi network. Blockchain technology, the technology
underpinning cryptocurrency, is poised to fundamentally alter the retail industry. According to
Tapscott Group CEO Don Tapscott, blockchains have the potential to revolutionize the world
economy.3,4
Tangi believes that cryptocurrency represents the core of the future global banking system
which will offer low-cost, dececentralized, secure and convenient transactions and globally
accepted proof-of-ownership of assets on the blockchain. This decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P)
banking system will not be controlled by a few large centralized institutions and be subject to
the risks of fractional reserve banking, unreasonable fees, and the inflationary policies of
modern day fiat currency systems.
Tangi’s primary purpose is to promote the use of Tangi token and increase the size of the Tangi
community of cannabis consumers, merchants and suppliers by providing tangible and
measurable value to the community. Increasing the Tangi userbase and Tangi transaction rate
will have the effect of increasing the demand and value of the Tangi utility token, which will, in
turn, benefit the overall community.
Tangi Programs and Services
The Tangi ecosystem provides a solution for merchants to increase customer engagement and
retention. A Harvard Business Review report found that a 5% increase in customer retention
could boost profits 25% to 85%.5 Tangi offers a number of premium sevices and valuable
progams offed by Tangi exclusively for the Tangi community, including:
•

Tangi Loyalty Program to reward consumers, merchants, brokers, and industry and
ecosystem advocates who use the Tangi Token;

•

Tangi Select products and services available only to the Tangi community;

•

Supplier discounts for merchants through Tangi Preferred Supplier Network;

•

Tangi Trust purchase protection and dispute resolution;

•

Tangi Credit for inhouse credit available at certain stores for certain products;

•

Tangi Community Support Program to strengthen local communities.

3

“How blockchains could change the world,” by Rik Kirkland, McKinsey&Co., May 2016.
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/high-tech/our-insights/how-blockchains-could-change-the-world

4

“Blockchain Revolution: How the Technology Behind Bitcoin is Changing Money, Business, and the World” by Don
Tapscott and Alex Tapscott, Penguin Random House, 2016.

5

“Zero Defections: Quality Comes to Services” Frederick F. Reichheld and W. Earl Sasser, Jr., Harvard Business
Review, September–October 1990 Issue. https://hbr.org/1990/09/zero-defections-quality-comes-to-services
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These valuable programs and services will greately improve the customer shopping experience
and are a key part of the Tangi ecosystem value proposition that differentiates Tangi from other
alternatives for the cannabis and other retail industries.
The Business Model
Tangi’s business model is based on building an integrated trading community of merchants and
consumers in the cannabis industry using the Tangi Platform. Tangi believes the Tangi Platform
offers compelling value to merchants and consumers, and that Tangi will be able grow the Tangi
community and the associated transaction volume to achieve sustained, profitable growth.
Tangi will derive revenues primarily from merchant fees to access and use the Tangi Platform.
Tangi may also derive revenue from other sources including interest and fees on credit
products, Tangi Exchange transaction fees, and from sales commissions on products sourced by
Tangi for the community. Tangi will use earned revenues to pay for company operations and
delivery of Tangi consumer programs and services as well as platform expansion and growth.
World-Class Management and Advisor Board
Tangi has assembled a highly qualified management and advisory board with deep expertise in
launching successful businesses in cryptocurreny and payment processing, and in all aspects of
the Cannabis industry including cultivation, production and retail operations. The Tangi
Advisory Board is an experienced international team of highly respected members with
expertise in the management, technology, science, politics, law and regulatory frameworks of
our target industries. The Board has international representation in the United States, Europe,
United Kingdom, South America and India whcih will be invaluable in opening doors for Tangi in
cannabis and other retail industries around the world.
Deployment Plan
Tangi intends to roll out the Tangi Ecosystem to all legal cannabis markets globally using a
phased approach. It will target select regions initially where there is a large market opportunity,
the Company has strong relationships, and there is a supportive regulatory environment. The
deployment plan includes initial token distribution, platform deployment, userbase growth,
monitization of the userbase, and market expansion to other geographic regions and into other
retail industries beyond cannabis.
Summary
The Tangi ecosystem and Tangi utility token provide a solution to the challenges faced by
cannabis merchants and offers many benefits to the consumer and merchant community:
•

A simple to use payment sytem that is easier than other payment methods with the
added convenience and security of blockchain-based decentralized banking;

•

A affordable, bank integrated, cashless payment processing system for merchants for
instore or online purchases;

•

Global acceptance of Tangis by merchants and major exchanges worldwide;
1
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•

Lower banking Fees (e.g., low exchange and transaction fees6);

•

Consumer purchase protection for piece of mind;

•

Greatly reduced chargebacks with elimination of credit card fraud;

•

Seemless access to offer the Tangi Loyalty Rewards Program and other valuable Tangi
Programs and Services to boost customer engagement and retention

•

Tangi commitment to community through charitable donations for support programs to
strengthen local communities.

The Tangi platform incorporates the best elements of cryptocurrency, mobile digital wallet
technology, payment processing systems and retail CRM systems to provide compelling value to
the merchants and consumers and the cannibis community. With its world class management
team and international advisory board, Tangi is uniquely positioned to develop and lauch the
Tangi ecosystem and to achieve Tangi’s mission of providing the most convenient and
affordable, decentralized transaction platform for the cannabis industry.

6

Tangi plans to subsidize transaction fees initially to promote token usage and userbase growth.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
2.1

Banking Restrictions for the Cannabis Industry

Despite being legal in several states, the federal government still considers marijuana to be an
illegal drug, and most banking institutions currently refuse to provide banking services to the
cannabis industry. Most transactions in the cannabis industry are largely done on a cash basis.
An estimated 70 percent of cannabis businesses have no relationship with a financial institution
and thus use cash for all transactions, including salaries for employees.7 Because of this
merchants are subject to a high risk of burglary and
robbery.
The U.S. Treasury issued guidance on the issue in
2014 allowing banks and credit unions to do business
with the marijuana industry without being
prosecuted.8 The Trump administration is rethinking
those guidelines. Marijuana proponents say a change
in federal banking laws would protect public safety, but others still oppose such a change. GOP
lawmakers from pot-unfriendly states have sidelined legislation in the House and Senate that
would allow marijuana businesses to conduct transactions with federally regulated banks.
These also include state and community owned banks that are part of the Federal Reserve
System. Despite the legal risk involved in serving the cannabis industry, almost 400 banks and
credit unions now do, according to the U.S. Treasury — a number that has more than tripled
since 2014.9
2.2

Disadvantages of Traditional Banking Systems

Traditional banking systems work with traditional fiat currency These banks use centralized
ledgers and offer banking services nearly everywhere worldwide over the internet and via a
global network of ATMs. While this system is convenient and well established, it several
shortcomings that erode value overtime and subject bank clients to increased risk, including:
•

high banking fees;

7

“When does too much cash become a health risk? When you own a marijuana shop” by Stewart Leavenworth,
February 7, 2018. http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/article198941964.html

8

“BSA Expectations Regarding Marijuana-Related Businesses,” U.S. Department or Treasury, February 14, 2014.
https://www.fincen.gov/resources/statutes-regulations/guidance/bsa-expectations-regarding-marijuanarelated-businesses

9

“Why It’s Getting Easier For Marijuana Companies To Open Bank Accounts” by Sophie Quinton, Huffington Post,
December 7, 2017. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/why-its-getting-easier-for-marijuana-companiesto_us_5a28015de4b0cd6fb5ee8bb7
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•

currency devaluation;

•

reliance on a centralized ledger; and

•

risks of fractional reserve banking.
High Banking Fees

Despite the consumer outrage and the strongest balance sheets in years, US banks are hauling
in record revenues from rising overdraft and ATM fees, as well as higher account maintenance
charges. Annual bank fees now average from $300 to $666 a year at US Bancorp, Bank of
America and Wells Fargo.10 It is becoming increasingly difficult to the avoid a bank’s monthly
maintenance fees. Banks now require an average no-fee balance of $11,469.25, a 32 percent
jump over the past six months, which means smaller customers pay disproportionately more in
fees, according to MoneyRates.com.
Currency Devaluation
In the traditional banking system, transactions are performed in a fiat currency declared by
governments to be legal tender. In the U.S., the dollar is the fiat currency. The value of any
amount of currency is an amount agreed upon by parties largely determined by supply and
demand forces. But the currency value can be artificially changed by government polices on
interest rates and the money supply. These policies have lead to severe historic devaluation of
the U.S. dollar which has seen its purchasing power decline by 67% since 1980 and 96% since
1913.11
Centralized Banking Ledgers
Banks record client account activity such as deposits, withdrawls and transactions in a
centralized ledger, and an account value at any given time is determined by that ledger.
Banking clients rely on the bank to serve as the trusted 3rd party to validate the ledger and their
account balance. With the proliferation of eCommere and and mobile payments, we have
expanded this trust to include new trusted 3rd parties such as Amazon, eBay, Apple, Facebook
and PayPal. Because of this reliance on a single trusted 3rd party, we are subject to the risks of
alteration of the ledger and manipulation of figures by a malicious, comprimized or
incompetent 3rd party. Since centralized bank ledgers store account information centrally, they
are subject to single point failures and attack by mallicious 3 rd parties. Also, as they centralized
banks control your assets and they can fine you and directly take money away from you
without your consent at their discretion.
Risks of Fractional Reserve Banking
The traditional banking system has long practiced what is called fractional reserve banking.
Under this practice, banks accept deposits, make loans or investments, but are required to hold
reserves equal to only a fraction of its deposit liabilities. Under a fractional reserve banking
10

“Bank fees rise to all-time high — and nobody can stop them” by John Aidan Byrne, New York Post, March 12,
2017. https://nypost.com/2017/03/12/bank-fees-rise-to-all-time-high-and-nobody-can-stop-them/

11

Federal Reserve Bank statistics updated January 12, 2018. https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CUUR0000SA0R
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system, banks can loan multiples of the amounts they have in customer deposits, and as such,
banks do not maintain sufficient legal tender notes (cash) to satisfy a potential withdrawal
request from all their depositors. Many analysts believe fractional reserve banking leads to an
oversupply of money and to consumer price and asset inflation. It is widely accepted that
shortcomings of this system contributed to the 2008-2009 financial crisis. Since the crisis, in an
effort to incentivise increased reserves, since December 2008, the Federal Reserve has paid
interest of 25 basis points on all reserves.12
As of January 19, 2017, the U.S. Fed required that all banks with more than $115.1 million on
deposit to maintain a reserve of at least 10 percent of deposits. Banks with $115.1 million or
less, but more than $15.5 million (the low reserve tranche), must reserve 3 percent of all
deposits. Banks with deposits of $15.5 million or less don’t have a reserve requirement.13
2.3

Blockchain Technology and Cryptocurrencies

Cryptocurrency, built on blockchain technology, is a perfect fit to address the lack of availability
of banking services in the cannabis industry, along with addressing many of the shortcomings of
the traditional banking system.14
Distributed Ledger for Decentralized Banking
Using blockchain technology, transaction histories and asset ownership can be stored in
“blocks” on the public network in a shared distributed ledger often available to anyone.
Blockchains create proof-of-ownership using unique
digital signatures that rely on both public encryption
keys known to everyone on the network and private
keys known only to the owner. Blocks are highly
encrypted to make them permanent and unalterable,
and therefore much more secure than traditional
online payments.
All potential additions to the blockchain are broadcast
throughout the network and are verified for accuracy,
authenticity and validity by multiple neutral 3rd parties
at network “nodes” who are incentivised to perform
the verification service. Verifiers typically receive
12

“Excess Reserves: Oceans of Cash” Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, February 12, 2015.
https://www.clevelandfed.org/newsroom-and-events/publications/economic-commentary/2015-economiccommentaries/ec-201502-excess-reserves-oceans-of-cash.aspx

13

“Reserve Requirement and How It Affects Interest Rates” by Kimberly Amadeo, The Balance, May 29, 2017.
https://www.thebalance.com/reserve-requirement-3305883

14

“How blockchain-based payment is changing the cannabis industry” by Tracey Lindeman, IBM, June 21, 2017.
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/insights-on-business/ibmix/blockchain-based-payment-changing-cannabisindustry/
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incentives, often in the form of a cryptocurrency, according to a predetermined algorithm
defined by the token issuer. Verification is necessary to verify proof-of-ownership, eliminate
spending more than an account owns, and ensure no double spending occurs. Because any
party can submit additions to the block chain, a consensus mechanism among nodes is used to
evaluate and agree on any additions to the bockchain. This makes the malicious or
incompetent manipulation of the blockchain virtually impossible.
Blockchains can be used to record transactions involving any asset, whether financial, legal,
physical or electronic. One prominent application is to track cryptocurrency transactions for
decentralized banking applications. They can also be used to track owership of other assets
such as digital music, real estate, and company stock issuances. Blockchains can also be used to
record and administer ”Smart contracts” that execute automatically once their terms are met,
without the need for human intervention.
Cryptocurrency – Peer-to-Peer Digital Currency for a New Era
Cryptocurrencies (or “digital currency”) are alernatives to traditional fiat currency that are
based on revolutionary blockchain technology. Crptocurrency “tokens” can be exchanged over
the internet on a peer-to-peer basis between individuals, or between merchants and customers
to conduct commerce. Transactions are recorded in a decentralized, distributed ledger system
validated by multiple neutral 3rd parties and often available for anyone to see. This system
eliminates the requirement to rely on a single trusted 3rd party, such as a bank to verify
transactions. As transactions occur, a transaction record is created, cryptographicaly secured,
publically verified and appended to the blockchain. The block chain record is like a digital IOU
that is stored in a “digital wallet” that can be accessed and spent only by their owners who
maintain a private digital key to access the digital
asset.
Blockchain emerged in the wake of the global
economic crisis, when a person or persons named, or
with pseudonym, Satoshi Nakamoto, released a new
protocol for “A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System”
using a cryptocurrency called “bitcoin”.15
Cryptocurrencies are different from traditional fiat
currencies because no government issues or controls them. The value of cryptocurrencies is
determined largely by supply and demand forces. As such they are not subject to government
monitary policies that artificially affect the supply and value of fiat currencies. Other benefits of
digital currencies include: added asset security; swift and easy internet-based payments;
transactions do not share personal data; low fee transactions; and they are universally
recognized with agreed-upon value globally.
Since blockchains inception, many different cryptocurrencies that have been issued and are in
circulation today. As od Feb 9, 2018, CoinMarketCap.com lists 1,514 different cryptocurrencies
15

“Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” by Satoshi Nakamoto, October 31, 2008.
http://nakamotoinstitute.org/bitcoin/#selection-19.6-19.23
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with 959 having a market cap over $1 million. Cryptocurrencies may be exhanged among one
another or exchanged for fiat currency at online cryptocurrency exchanges that work in a
similar manner to currency exchanges at the airport. These exchanges track the current value
and exchange rates of each cryptocurrency. Leading cryptocurrencies traded on exchanges
today include Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Ripple (XRP) and Litecoin (LTC).
The popularity of cryptocurrencies as an investment soared in 2021. Bitcoin’s market cap
overtook PayPal in August 2017. Bitcoin’s userbase, however, at just over 20 million unique
addresses, is only a small fraction of Paypal’s 210 million users.16 Bitcoin’s price is subject to
high volatility. Recently, BTC price soared nearly 80% to a peak of $19,665 on December 15,
2017 from $10,995 on November 30 before retreating back to a value of $8,228 on February 8,
2018.

THE TANGI SOLUTION
Tangi is launching the Tangi Ecosystem—a comprehensive, blockchain-based retail sales
platform for the cannabis industry with a set of tools for merchants and their customers to
improve the retail shopping experience, increase customer loyalty and engagement, and
increase revenue and profits.
The core of the Tangi ecosystem is the Tangi Sevices Platfom that
allows merchants and consumers to conduct commerce and
access Tangi services and programs through a set of onsite devices
and applications supported by a cloud-based IT system.
Transactions within the Tangi ecosystem are based on a new bestof-breed cryptocurrency called the “Tangi” which is a blockchainbased utility token for simple, quick and secure payments within
the Tangi network. The Tangi Token will act as a license to access
the Tangi Platform.
The Tangi Platform offers an affordable, full-service payment processing solution for merchants
that not only supports quick and easy retail transactions, but also allows merchants and
consumers to benefit from a number of premium sevices and valuable progams offed by Tangi
exclusively for the Tangi community, including:

16

•

Tangi Loyalty Program to reward consumers, merchants, brokers, and industry and
ecosystem advocates who use the Tangi Token.

•

Tangi Select products and services available only to the Tangi community

•

Supplier discounts through Tangi Preferred Supplier Network;

•

Tangi Trust purchase protection and dispute resolution

•

Tangi Credit for in-house credit available at certain stores for certain products

“The Real Flippening? Bitcoin Tops PayPal’s Market Cap” by CCN Altcoin News, August 14, 2017.
https://www.ccn.com/the-real-flippening-bitcoin-tops-paypals-market-cap/
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Many merchants in the cannabis industry do not yet have a access to banking services because
banking institutions are worried about the risk of federal prosecution, and cannabis merchants
must instead conduct sales transactions on a cash basis. (See Section 2.3.) The Tangi Platform
provides a viable payment processing solution for these merchants to conduct business on a
cashless basis, and also offer consumers Tangi’s valuable programs to increase engagement and
loyalty and boost revenue and profits.
3.1

The Tangi Platform

The Tangi Platform includes a set of applications and onsite devices supported by a cloud-based
IT system for merchants and consumers to conduct commerce and access Tangi services and
programs. The platform incorporates the best elements of cryptocurrency, mobile digital wallet
technology, payment processing systems and retail CRM systems to provide compelling value to
the merchants and consumers in the cannibis community.
The Tangi Ecosystem

The Tangi Platform includes the following elements:
•

Tangi Token, a blockchain-based utility token for simple, quick and secure payments
within the Tangi network;
12
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•

Tangi Pay Mobile Phone App for consumers to access their Tangi personal digital wallet
(“e-Wallet”) to securely purchase, save and spend Tangi Tokens and manage their Tangi
Tangi Loyalty Rewards Program;

•

Tangi Pay POS for merchants to safely and securely accept customer payments, engage
customers, and administer customer loyalty programs;

•

Tangi Gateway to access traditional financial networks;

•

Tangi Exchange to buy and sell Tangi’s on online exchanges;

•

Tangi Developers Kit for developers build on and integrate with the Tangi Platform to
expand its features, applications and utility.

The Tangi platform will be designed with the latest technology and best-of-breed components
to maximize the retail experience and merchant profit.

Tangi Token Flow
Customers can access their Tangi e-Wallet from the Tangi Pay Mobile App or through the Tangi
Pay website. With Tangi Pay, they can quickly and easily use Tangi Tokens for retail purchases
and benefit from Tangi’s valuable consumer programs and services:
12
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•

Buy Tangis from online exchanges17;

•

Transfer funds to their account directly from their personal bank account or load their
account from a natiowide network of tens of thousands of convenient reload locations;

•

Use Tangis for instore and online purchases; and

•

Earn Tangi Loyalty Rewards and redeem rewards for purchases and discounts.

Tangi has developed Tangi Pay POS, an affordable, full-service payment processing solution for
merchants to quickly and easily conduct commerce on a cashless basis. This payment
processing solution is particularly attractive for merchants in the cannabis industry that may
not otherwise have a viable payment processing solution. With Tangi Pay POS merchants can:
•

Accept Tangis as a payment option online or instore;

•

Offer Tangi Loyalty Rewards to customers for purchases;

•

Redeem Tangi Loyalty Rewards for consumer purchases and discounts; and

•

Exchange Tangis for cash and deposit funds direcly into a personal bank account.

Customers will benefit from Tangi Pay’s convenience, security and ease-of-use and from having
access to Tangi’s valuable Rewards Program benefits. Merchant will benefit from having a
viable full-service, cashless payment processing solution, and from access to new customers,
increased customer engagement and higher revenue and profits.
3.1.1

The Tangi Token

Transactions within the Tangi ecosystem are based on a new best-ofbreed cryptocurrency called the “Tangi” which is a blockchain-based
utility token for simple, quick and secure payments for retail and
wholesale purchases from merchants in the Tangi network.
The Tangi Token is the basis for Tangi’s affordable, full-service
cashless payment processing solution for merchants called Tangi Pay
POS. (See Section 3.1.3.) Using the Tangi along with the other
elements of the Tangi ecosystem provides a safe and secure method
for instore and online purchases that is easier to use and more
affordable than other payment methods. The Tangi is also a natural fit for retail sale incentive
programs, and merchants can offer the Tangi Loyalty Rewards Program through which
customers can earn Tangis on purchases to foster greater customer engagement and loyalty.
(See Section 3.2.)

17

If and when applicable laws permit.
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Tangi is built on the Binance Smart Chain(BEP-20) platform for the latest in distributed ledger
technology that provides globally accepted proof-of-ownership on the blockchain. Ethereum
(ERC20 standard) offers its Decentralized Exchange (DEX) with all the features of a professional
trading platform to facilitate high-speed, secure transactions within the Tangi community and
to exchange Tangi with other types of traditional and cryptocurrency. The Tangi ecosystem fully
harnesses the security and convenience of decentralized, blockchain-based transactions, and
enables users to avoid the risks and privacy sacrifices of centralized exchanges.
Like other popular cryptocurrencies, Tangi units are fungible and transferable, and Tangi
expects the Tangi Token to trade on major cryptocurrency exchanges.
The Tangi community will have unsurpassed access to obtain the Tangi Token. In addition to
purchasing tokens at online cryptocurrency exchanges, consumers will be able to load their
Tangi account with cash to buy Tangis at a natiowide network of over 100,000 reload locations
including MoneyGram agents (includes Wal-Mart), Walgreens, grocery stores, currency
exchange and check cashing , bill pay centers and banks.
Tangi’s primary purpose is to promote the use of Tangi Token and increase the size of the Tangi
community of cannabis consumers, merchants and suppliers by providing tangible and
measurable value to the community. Increasing the Tangi userbase and Tangi transaction rate
will have the effect of increasing the value of the Tangi utility token, which will, in turn, benefit
the overall community.
Tangi will initially issue a fixed amount of Tangi Tokens to support development of the platform
and Token and Platform promotional activities, and will manage the supply of tokens over time
depending on demand. (See Section 6.1.) Tangi may participate in Token buyback programs at
management discretion to decrease the supply of Tangis in the open market, for price support,
and to reduce token price volitility. The repurchased tokens may be stored as treasury tokens
or burned.
3.1.2

Tangi Pay Mobile Phone App

Tangi Pay is a mobilie phone appication for users to access their Tangi
personal digital wallet (“e-Wallet”) to securely purchase, save and spend
Tangi Tokens and manage their Tangi Loyalty Rewards Program. Account
holders can also access their Tangi e-Wallet on the internet through the
Tangi Pay website. Using Tangi Pay, consumers can:

18

•

Transfer funds to or from their bank account18

•

Send funds to friends and family

•

Request payments from clients

•

Shop at participating merchants

•

Securely store and save Tangis

All loaded Tangi e-Wallet funds are converted to and stored in Tangi tokens.
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•

Manage their Tangi Loyaty Rewards

Tangi account registraion is free, and an e-Wallet can be obtained via online application or
created automatically at participating merchant locations with Tangi Pay POS at time of initial
product purchase. (See Section 3.1.3.)
With Tangi Pay, account holders can view view their Tangi account balance and activity in a
similar manner to current online banking mobile applications.
Transferring Funds To/From Tangi Account
Tangi is fully integrated with the traditional banking network through Tangi Gateway making it
a simple process to transfer funds in and out of a Tangi account from both The Tangi Pay
Mobile App and the Tangi Pay website. Tangi account holders load funds directly from a bank
account by using one of following methods:
•

Credit/Debit another Tangi e-Wallet (requires a Merchant Account)

•

Bank ACH

•

Bank Wire

•

Currency Exchange & Check Cashing

•

Bank RDC

Account holders can also purchase Tangi Tokens to load their account using cash or check at a
network of over 100,000 reload locations worldwide. Reload locations are convieniently
located in most communities, including:
•

MoneyGram Agents (includes Wal-Mart)

•

Walgreens

•

Grocery Stores

•

Currency Exchange & Check Cashing

•

Bill Pay Centers

•

Banks

Customers have the option to load their Tangi accounts using cash, check or bank debit/credit
card directly at participating merchants.19
Tangis can be sent to friends, family and other account holders free of change.
Account holders can also transfer funds to traditional financial networks such as to a personal
bank account. Tangi automatically coverts Tangi Tokens into the selected fiat currency and
transfers money through the Tangi Gateway to the desired destination account. Customers
must pay a nominal fee to convert from Tangis and transfer funds outside the Tangi network.

19

A nominal fee may be required to load funds using a credit card.
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Making Purchases
Making puchases with Tangi Pay is quick, easy and secure. Payment information is entered
once at registration and stored in a secure data center. Tangi Pay protects all transactions with
Level 1 PCI compliance, SHA-256 SSL encryption and a customizable Fraud Monitoring System.
With Tangi Pay, consumers can use Tangi Tokens to make secure purchases online or instore at
participating Tangi merchants, and can make purchases using multiple payment methods:
•

Tangi Virtual Card for online purchases or in-store manual card entry purchases

•

Drivers License or Other State-issued ID Card for instore purchases

•

Tangi Card (future)

•

These payment methods are described below in Section 3.1.3.
Earning and Redeeming Tangi Loyalty Rewards

Tangi allows users to earn valuable Tangi Loyalty Rewards on retail purchases. (See Section 3.2.)
Tangi Pay keeps track of Loyalty Rewards earned and allows users to view reward activity and
redeem Loyalty Rewards for Tangi Tokens to buy products or receive product discounts.
Exchaging Tangis for Cash or other Cryptocurrency
In addition the ability to convert and transfer funds outside the Tangi network through the
Tangi Gateway, Tangi Pay users can also buy and sell Tangi’s on online exchanges through Tangi
Exchange.20 Tangi Exchange interfaces with major digital currency exchanges to allow Tangi
account holders buy and sell Tangis for cash in fiat currency. Tangi charges a nominal exchange
fee for this service.
Advanced Mobile Payment Technology
Tangi anticipates future versions of Tangi Pay will integrate near-field communication (NFC)
payment techology such as used by Apple Pay, Google Pay and Samsung Pay to give consumers
the most convenience and make payments with maximum speed and minumum hassle with
merchants that support this technology. In a recent survey, 60% of U.S. merchants currently
have digital wallet payment options.21
3.1.3

Tangi Pay POS

Tangi Pay POS is an affordable, full-service payment
processing solution for merchants that not only
supports quick and easy retail transactions, but allows
merchants and consumers to benefit from a number
of premium sevices and valuable progams offed by
Tangi exclusively for the Tangi community. Tangi Pay
20

If and when applicable laws permit.

21

The Next Phase Of Digital Wallet Adoption, https://www.nfcw.com/2020/10/21/368781/six-in-ten-usmerchants-now-accept-contactless-payments/
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POS provides a system for merchants to safely and securely accept customer payments, and
offer the Tangy Loyalty Rewards Program to increase customer engagement and loyalty and
boost revenue and profits.
Using Tangi Pay POS, merchants can accept e-Wallet payment from customers using the Tangi
Token. Tangi Pay POS is the perfect cashless payment solution for merchants in the cannabis
industry that may not otherwise have a viable payment solution other than cash.
Tangi Pay POS has a number of features and benefits for merchants:
•

Simple to use cashless payment sytem that is easier than other payment methods22

•

Convenience and security of Tangi e-Wallet payments

•

Attract new shoppers in the Tangi community

•

Offer Tangi Loyalty Rewards to build customer loyalty and profit

•

Lower banking Fees (e.g., low exchange and transaction fees)23

•

Reduced risk of chargebacks & fraud

•

Bank-integrated

•

Built-in compliance

•

24-hour support
Tangi Account Registration

Tangi account registraion is free for customers, and a Tangi e-Wallet can be obtained via online
application or created automatically with Tangi Pay POS at time of initial product purchase.
Customers have the option to load their Tangi accounts using cash, check or bank debit/credit
card directly at participating merchants.24
Making Purchases
Making puchases with Tangi Pay is quick, easy and secure. Consumer payment information is
entered once at registration and stored in a secure data center.
Merchants can accept Tangi Tokens online or instore with Tangi Pay POS, and can make
purchases using multiple payment methods:
•

Tangi Virtual Card for online purchases or in-store purchases using manual card entry;

•

Drivers License or Other State-issued ID Card for instore purchases using Tangi Card
Reader

•

Tangi Card for online or in-store purchase with Tangi Debit/Credit Card

22

Transactions do not touch the federal wire.

23

Tangi plans to subsidize transaction fees initially to promote token usage and userbase growth.

24

A nominal fee may be required to load funds using a credit card.
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Tangi Pay protects all transactions with PCI-DSS Level 1 certified security, SHA-256 SSL
encryption and a customizable Fraud Monitoring System.
Purchasing with Tangi Virtual Card – To make an online purchase or to buy
products instore with a participating Tangi merchant, Tangi Pay generates a
Tangi Virtual Card on user request with a one-time virtual account number
for the purchase. In this manner, the account holder’s actual account
information remains protected in the secure data center. A customer adds
the desired products to the merchant’s online shopping cart, selects “Pay
with Tangis”, and enters the virtual account number to complete the
purchase. A merchant agent can also manually enter the virtual card
number for instore purchases, and Tangis are automatically transferred
from the customer’s e-Wallet to the merchant’s e-Wallet.
Purchasing with Drivers License or Other State-issued ID Card – To make
an instore purchase, a consumer can simply provide a valid drivers license or other state-issued
ID Card at the the time of checkout. The Tangi Pay POS system
includes a card reader that the merchant agent can use to scan
and record the customer’s card. The Tangi Pay system
atomatically cross-references the ID information with the
customers account to verify the customer idenification and
validate availabile funds, and then processes the transaction.
The system also automatically captures a photo of the
purchaser with a digital camera for added security and compliance with “know-your-customer”
regulations. With Tangi Pay POS, there’s no hassle of tracking down and re-entering your
payment information, and account information kept secure and never exposed.
Purchasing with Tangi Card - Tangi anticipates issuing
branded, white-labled bank cards in the Tangi Card family in
the future as an alternative payment method. With the Tangi
Debit and Prepaid Cards, customers can access funds directly
from their Tangi account balance at participating merchants
and ATMs. With Tangi Credit Cards, qualifying customers can
easily finance everyday purchases with Tangi Credit products.
(See Section 3.5.) Tangi Card purchases will require the
integraton of bank card readers with the Tangi Pay POS system.
Offering the Tangi Loyalty Rewards Program
Tangi Pay POS allows merchants to seamlessly offer the Tangi Loyalty Rewards Program the
customers to increase customer engagement and loyalty. With Tangi Pay POS, customers
automatically earn loyalty points on purchases of select products. Loyalty points can be
redeemed for Tangi Tokens and used to purchase products at participating Tangi merchants.
(See Section 3.2.) Customers who purchase with Tangi’s can also receive special discounts
available only to the Tangi community.
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Customer Relationship Management
Tangi Pay POS provides merchants with the ability to nurture customer relationsips to further
boost customer loyalty and engagement. With Tangy Pay POS, merchants can send
promotional messages to their customers using opt-in push notifications. Tangi anticipates
offering the service free-of-charge initially, but ultimately charging a competitive rate for
targeted marketing to the selected segments of the broader Tangi community.
Integrating with Leading POS Vendors
Tangi plans to partner with leading POS vendors in the cannabis industry to integrate their
existing POS systems with Tangi payment processing solutions. In this manner, merchants will
be able to select a “Pay with Tangis” option at checkout on the POS system, and Tangi will be
able to quickly expand the Tangi user community. The integration will also allow vendors using
with POS to seamlessly offer the Tangi Loyalty Rewards Program and other valuable Tangi
services and programs to their customers. Tangi will provide API access to the Tangi platform
and work with select leading POS vendors to seamlessly integrate with the Tangi Platform.
3.1.4

The Tangi Gateway

The Tangi Platform is fully bank-integrated and provides access to traditional
financial networks through the Tangi Gateway. Through the Gateway, Tangi
account holders can:
•

Deposit funds into their Tangi e-Wallet from a personal bank acount;

•

Accept payments and cash transfers from customers;

•

Securely load funds to their Tangi e-wallet using cash or check from a
nationwide network of tens of thousands of reload locations;

•

Exchange Tangi Tokens for cash and seamlessly deposit funds into their personal bank.

Integration with traditional financial networks greatly increases the utility of the Tangi Platform
and makes Tangi Token the most compelling cryptocurrency for retail commerce.
3.1.5

Tangi Developers Kit

In order to foster the expansion of the Tangi ecosystem and increase use of
the Tangi Services Platform, Tangi intends to offer a Tangi Software
Developers Kit (SDK) for software developers to build on and integrate with
the Tangi platform. The SDK will include a set of web APIs, tools and guides
for developers to use to develop software applications built on the Tangi
Platform and expand its features and utility. The SDK will include both a
platform API for merchant POS and a client API for e-Wallet applications.
With the SDK, 3rd party developers can accelerate the development process and build
applications in a consistent, secure and maintainable fashion. By promoting the use of the SDK
in the developer community, Tangi expects to more quickly gain adoption of the platform,
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expand its features and utility, and ultimately increase the use and circulation of the Tangi
Token.
As discussed above, Tangi intends to partner with leading retail POS vendors in the cannabis
industry to incorporate the ability for consumers to pay with Tangis and will use the Tangi SDK
to implement that integration.
3.2

Tangi Loyalty Rewards Program

Tangi offers the Tangi Loyalty Rewards Program to reward
consumers who use the Tangi Token. Tangi allows customers to
earn valuable Tangi Loyalty Reward Points on retail purchases
when they use Tangi Tokens to pay. Customers can redeem
Loyalty Rewards for Tangi Tokens to buy products or receive
product discounts at participating merchants. Customers can
also receive additional special discounts on select products available only to the Tangi
community just for purchasing with Tangis.
Tangi automatically keeps track of Loyalty Rewards earned, and customer can view reward
activity and redeem Loyalty Rewards for Tangi Tokens using the Tangi Pay mobile appication or
on the Tangi Pay website.
Merchants who accept Tangis can seemlessly offer Tangi Loyalty Rewards to their customers
and will benefit from the program with additional customer traffic and increased customer
engagement and loyalty. Rewards programs are proven to increase customer engagement and
merchant profits, with more than 3.3 billion in consumer loyalty rewards memberships
subscribed to U.S. businesses each year25.
Through the Tangi Loyalty Rewards Program, Tangi will offer customers a fixed percentage
reward for any Tangi purchase, as well as special limited-time promotional rewards for select
products (e.g., “double points”). The Reward program may also have special discounts for
select products available only for Tangi users.
3.3

Tangi Select Products and Services

Tangi will source and promote a portfolio of Tangi Select
products and services available only to cannabis merchants in
the Tangi community. Tangi Select will include Tangi-branded
premium products and services, as well as other 3rd party brands
from selected vendors in the Tangi Preferred Supplier Network.
Tangi will offer wholesale discounts to merchants on some
products, and merchants will be able to pass these savings on to
25

“Retail: Opening Doors to Blockchain” by Cognizant Reports, July 2020.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/blakemorgan/2020/05/07/50-stats-that-show-the-importance-of-good-loyaltyprograms-even-during-a-crisis/?sh=21aa52702410
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its customers to increase sales and profits.
Tangi will promote higher use of Tangis and increased sales of Tangi Select products with
additional customer and merchant incentive programs. Incentives may include offering:
•

Rebates to merchants when they sell Tangi Select products and services to
customers who pay for the products using Tangis.

•

Additional Tangi Loyalty Rewards to customers who buy Tangi Select products and
services with Tangi Tokens.

In addition to promoting the use of the Tangi Token, these incentives will further boost
customer engagement and merchant profits.
3.4

Tangi Preferred Supplier Network

Tangi will form a network of Tangi Preferred Suppliers through which Tangi will source Tangi
Select products. These suppliers will have accesses to the Tangi merchant network, and in
return, Tangi will negotiate wholesale discounts on network products for merchants and
receive commissions on sales to the Tangi merchant network.
Tangi will also promote Tangi Pay POS for wholesale suppliers to accept Tangis as payment from
merchants in a similar manner to how retail merchants use Tangi Pay. Suppliers may include
cutivators, manufacturers, testing, distributors or other industry product and service providers.
Merchants can also earn Tangi Loyalty Rewards when they pay suppliers in Tangis.
3.5

Tangi Trust - Purchase Protection

Although cryptocurrency payments have many benefits for commerce
including lower cost, convenience and security, the majority of
cryptocurrency payment sytems do yet to offer transactional security to
users who purchase items either online or instore. Buyers desire to have
robust consumer purchase protection for purchases that protects their
funds and provides refunds in the event that a product or service is
unsatisfactory.
Tangi wants to provide the most secure and consumer-friendly shopping experience possible
and intends to offer Tangi Trust purchase protection on all eligible purchases made with Tangy
Pay. Protection covers missing, incorrect or incomplete, damaged or unauthorized purchases.
If an order doesn’t arrive or it doesn’t match the description, we’ll reimburse the full cost of
eligible purchases.
We realize sometimes orders are incorrect simply due to human error or misunderstanding,
and most disputes can be resolved by discussion between buyers and sellers. When an
acceptable agreement cannot be reached, consumers can open a dispute from their Tangi
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account, and Tangi will investigate. 26 Merchants must agree to Tangi’s dispute resolution
policies in order to become authorized Tangi merchants which includes agreeing to using
arbitration for unresolved claims.
Tangi Trust greately reduces the risk and reservations of online cryptocurrency transactions.
Customers benefit from Tangi Trust’s robust purchase protection, and mechants benefit from
increased customer traffic and sales and avoided chargebacks.
3.6

Tangi Credit

Tangi Credit allows qualifying customers to easily finance
purchases at Tangi merchants with a variety of Tangi Credit
products. Merchants can offer inhouse Tangi Credit to their
customers to attract new customers and increase revenue and
profits.
Consumers can access credit lines with the Tangi Pay app, with
branded Tangi Credit Cards, or directly from their account by
simply choosing “Tangi Credit” at checkout when purchasing
online or instore.
Initially, Tangi intends to offer inhouse credit available at a limited number merchants on select
products and subject to Tangi Credit terms and customer qualification. Tangi ultimately intends
to expand the scope of the program so that consumers can use Tangi Credit to make everyday
purchases anywhere major credit and debit cards are accepted.
Tangi may initially partner with 3rd party payday lending companies to quickly launch Tangi
Credit with minimal risk. Tangi will offer Tangi Credit from the Tangi platform, and anticipates
decisions on credit qualification to be made in seconds.
Initial credit products may include, for example, offering credit for up to 50% of the purchase
price, and up to a preset maximum limit depending on credit qualification, where the credit
balance must be paid-in-full within one month. Credit lines can be increased gradually as
customers build a credit history. Tangi Credit users may be subject to transaction fees and will
be responsible to pay interest on the outstanding balances at the rate stated in their credit
agreeement.27
3.7

Tangi Community Support Programs

Tangi cares about the customers it serves and intends to offer support programs to strengthen
local communities and further its mission of providing the most convenien and affordable,
26

Tangi Trust Purchase Protection requires that accounts must be kept in good standing and disputes must be filed
within 60 days of purchase or payment. Purchases of certain items are not covered.

27

Availability of credit will depend on customer qualification, and the interest rate charged will depend on the
particular credit product and borrower qualification.
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decentralized transaction platform for the cannabis industry and other industries using Tangi.
Tangi will set aside a portion of receipts for the Tangi Fund, a support fund through which Tangi
can make charitable donations and grants to non-profit organizations and charities who work
with local communities to support their needs, strengthen local economies and promote social
development and well-being. Through the Tangi Fund, Tangi can give back to the community
and build Tangi brand awareness and overall brand equity.

BUSINESS MODEL
Tangi’s business model is based on building an integrated trading community of merchants and
consumers in the cannabis industry using the Tangi Platform. Tangi believes the Tangi Platform
offers compelling value to merchants and consumers, and that Tangi will be able grow the Tangi
community and the associated transaction volume to achieve sustained profitable growth.
Tangi will initially derive revenues primarily from merchant fees to access and use the Tangi
Platform. Merchant fees include transaction fees charged as a perentage of the transaction
amount plus a fixed fee per transaction and monthly or annual participation fees. Tangi may
also derive revenue from other sources including interest and fees on credit products, Tangi
Exchange transaction fees, and from commissions on wholesale product and service sales by
suppliers to the Tangi merchant network.
Tangi will use earned revenues to pay for company operations and delivery of Tangi consumer
programs and services as well as platform expansion and growth.

MANAGEMENT AND ADVISORY BOARD
Tangi has assembled a highly qualified management and Advisory Board with deep expertise in
launching successful businesses in cryptocurreny, payment processing, and in all aspects of the
Cannabis industry including cultivation, production and retail operations.
The management team is lead by Company CEO, Ron Strauss, who has over 15 years’
experience in the Cannabis industry.
The Advisory Board is an experiened international team of respected members with expertise in
the management, technology, science, politics, law and regulatory frameworks of our target
industries. The Board has international representation in the United States, Europe, Latin
America and Asia including Ireland, United Kingdom, Netherlands, Spain, Uruguay and India and
will be invaluable in opening doors for Tangi in cannabis and other retail industries around the
world.
Through its management team and the Advisory Board, Tangi has assembled a global network
of partners in various industries related to Tangi, including cryptocurreny, payment processing,
and the cannabis industry to promote the adoption of the Tangi ecosystem on a global basis and
build an truly integrated trading platform for the cannabis community. Partners include:
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Zach Fuentes,

Brian Cowen,

John Hourican

Served as a Senior Advisor to White
House Chief of Staff and Secretary
of Homeland Security. Political
advisor who served as Assistant to
the President and Deputy Chief of
Staff in the Trump & Obama
Administrations.

Mr Cowen has held every major
office in Ireland. Mr. Cowen is a
valued member of the team to
assist the company in opening
doors to leaders of countries for
increased adoption of the Tangi
Platform and addressing regulatory
hurdles.

Mr. Hourican was chief financial
officer at Bord na Mona, the semistate-owned renewables and
energy company, since 1989 and
became director of finance and
corporate development in 1999,
before becoming the company's
MD in 2001. He also worked with
Wavin and with Data Terminal
Systems.

Stan Larimer,

Michael Taggert,

Ron Strauss,

Stan is a prolific blogger, keynote
speaker and expert consultant on
real-time industrial grade digital
currencies. CEO of Cryptonomex, he
cofounded BitShares, Steemit, Peer
Plays, Muse, Golos, and next year
EOS. BitShares and Steemit each
exceed Bitcoin and Ethereum
combined records for daily
transactions and together they
surpass the rest of the industry.

Michael is is Co-founder &
President of Cryptonomex, a
custom blockchain development
company responsible for the
Graphene blockchain that powers
BitShares, Steem, EOS, Peer Plays
and other projects. He is also cofounder Press Advantage, an SaaS
platform for press and news release
writing & distribution, and London
based Remittio, a digital currency
settlement service.

Ron is a serial entrepreneur with 20
years of experience in founding and
leading technology start-ups.
Mr. Strauss led General Electric’s
international embedded computer
business ending his career at
General Electric as VP and Business
Development Director. He has sat on
the board of directors of numerous
local high-tech companies, the
Automated Imaging Association
of America, a Canadian division of
General Electric.
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Dr. Henrick Sprengel,

Dr. Holger Sprengel,

Co-founder of CanPharma &
Kalapa Clinic. Henrik started his
career as a lawyer & later held
several international senior
management positions in global
media company Bertelsmann,
as well as country manager for
Spain and Mexico for a German
internet company.

An entrepreneur, business angel,
innovator and advisor. He is cofounder of Europe’s first
Consultancy Clinic for Medical
Cannabis, Kalapa Clinic. He holds
an MBA, an LLM as well as a PhD
in International Law.

Pritesh Kumar

Steven Xiang, Ph.D

Jim Yue, Ph.D

Steven was a senior researcher at
RIM (now Blackberry Ltd.), making
significant contributions to
industrial and international
standards, and his breakthrough
research and development work led
to his innovative algorithms being
incorporated into all devices
powered by Android OS 4.0 or
higher.

Jim was an emerging technical
expert within the highly
competitive R&D team at Research
In Motion (RIM) (now Blackberry
Ltd.), making significant
contributions to RIM’s technology,
product and solution development.

Dr. Kumar has provided consulting
services to several U.S state
government officials as well as
international governments and
policy officials on effective medical
cannabis policies. Dr. Kumar has
been published in numerous scientific
journals.
.

Martin Brady,
A technology visionary and
serial entrepreneur. Has led
the technology development
at his start-ups. Attending
financial management at
Harvard University.
Directory Vice president
at GE Canada.

Directory Vice Presidentat GE Canada
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DEPOLOYMENT PLAN
Tangi intends to roll out the Tangi Ecosystem to all legal cannabis markets globally using a
phased approach. It will target select regions initialy where there is a large market opportunity,
the Company has strong relationships, and there is a supportive regulatory environment. The
deployment plan includes initial token distribution, platform deployment, userbase growth,
monitization of the userbase, and market expansion. This plan is only a high level summary of
the deployment plan. A detailed timeline and project plan will be developed in a future version
of this whitepaper.
6.1

Token Distribution

The Tangi Utility Token is a cryptocurrency that will be limited in supply up to a maximum
authorized number. It is fractionally divisible and is pre-mined. Like other cryptocurrencies,
Tangi Tokens are fungible and transferable, and Tangi anticipates the token to trade on
cryptocurrency exchanges to allow for easy token access and liquidity.
Tangi intends to initially allocate a number of tokens to employees, partners and advisors prior
to any token sales. After the pre-sales period, Tangi intends to offer a fixed pool of Tangi
Tokens for sale to support platform development, marketing and promotional activities,
product purchases, partner engagement, legal and regulatory expenses, and operational and
administrative expenses. A portion of the total token supply will be retained in reserve by Tangi
and may be sold to Tangi account holders on demand in order to conduct commerce on the
Tangi platform. Tangi may also use reserve tokens to support future platform expansion and
improvements. Tangi may issue additional tokens from time-to-time on its discretion to
support business activities up to a maximum authorized number.
Tangi may participate in Token buyback programs at management discretion to decrease the
supply of Tangis in the open market or to increase reserves. The repurchased tokens may be
stored as treasury tokens or burned.
6.2

Platform Deployment

Tangi will use proceeds from the sale of the initial pool of Tangi Tokens for the development,
integration and testing of the initial versions of each element of the Tangi ecosystem (v1.0),
including:
•

Tangi Platform

•

Tangi Pay mobile application

•

Tangi Pay POS payment processing system

•

Tangi Tangi Loyalty Rewards program and other programs and service offerings

•

Launch initial version of the Tangi Platform (Tangi v1.0) to select merchants for testing
and refinement

•

Create and promote the Tangi brand
17
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6.3

Userbase Growth

Following development and refinement of the Tangi v1.0, the Company will launch v2.0 and
work to grow the Tangi userbase in the retail cannabis industry. During this phase the
Company will work to:
•

Launch Tangi v2.0

•

Build brand recognition

•

Build merchant network

•

Grow user community

•

Launch incentive progam to promote referrals and social media sharing

•

Build partner network of brand and industry advocates committed to building the Tangi
ecosystem

The Company intends to subsidise platform access and benefits to some extent initially to grow
the Tangi userbase, promote the use of Tangis, and to expose the maximum number of users
and merchants to the value of participating in the Tangi ecosystem.
6.4

Monetization of the Userbase

Once the Tangi community and associated transaction volume grows to sufficient levels, the
Company intends to work to monitize the userbase through a variety of methods, including:

6.5

•

Transactional Fees

•

Offering additional products and serices to the tangi community

•

Sales of targeted advertising

Market Expansion

Tangi intends to roll out the Tangi Ecosystem to all legal cannabis markets globally. Following
deployment in the initially selected countries, the Company intends to expand its market
presense to other geographic regions, as local laws permit, including:
•

United States

•

Canada

•

Mexico

•

Uruguay

•

Netherlands

•

Europe

•

Asia

•

Australia
17
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6.6

Tangi Development Roadmap
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SUMMARY
Tangi is creating, the Tangi Ecosystem—a revolutionary new blockchain-based retail sales
platform for the cannabis industry with a set of tools for merchants and their customers to
improve the retail shopping experience, increase customer loyalty and engagement, and
increase revenue and profits. Tangi incorporates the best elements of cryptocurrency, mobile
digital wallet technology, payment processing systems and retail CRM systems to provide
compelling value to the merchants and consumers and the cannibis community.
The Tangi Platform offers an affordable, full-service payment processing solution for merchants
that not only supports quick and easy, cashless, retail transactions, but also allows merchants
and consumers to benefit from a number of premium sevices and valuable progams offed by
Tangi exclusively for the Tangi community. Transactions within the Tangi ecosystem are based
on a new best-of-breed cryptocurrency called the “Tangi” which is a blockchain-based utility
token built on the Binance Smart Chain(BEP-20) platform for simple, quick and secure payments
within the Tangi network.
Tangi will derive revenues primarily from merchant fees to access and use the Tangi Platform.
Tangi believes the Tangi Platform offers compelling value to merchants and consumers, and
that Tangi will be able grow the Tangi community and the associated transaction volume to
achieve sustained, profitable growth. Tangi intends to roll out the Tangi Ecosystem to all legal
cannabis markets globally using a phased approach. Tangi plans to fund the development and
launch of the the Tangi ecosystem in select regions globally through the sale of a pool of Tangi
Tokens.
The Tangi ecosystem and utility token provide a compelling solution to the challenges faced by
cannabis merchants today and offer many benefits to the consumer and merchant community.
Tangi’s unique block-chain based, bank integrated, retail sales platform, suite of premium
programs and services, and world class management team and advisory board make it well
positioned to become a leader in the retail sales platform market for the cannabis industry and
to achieve Tangi’s mission of providing the most convenient and affordable, decentralized
transaction platform.
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Appendix A

The Tangi Charitable Foundation
Reducing the financial barriers of access to medical cannabis
Tangi Medical Foundation’s mission statement is to reduce the financial barriers of access to
medical cannabis. We were founded to aid in the financial difficulties that can affect individuals
who are unable to afford the costs associated with medical cannabis prescriptions.
We assess patients in accordance with our fair and transparent grant making principles to
ensure that we provide support where it is most needed. All grants are made following a
thorough assessment of eligibility. Our grant making principles can be seen by clicking here.
Most medical cannabis prescriptions are associated with significant financial costs. Despite
access improving for patients, the Tangi Medical Foundation is committed to reducing the
financial barrier of access to medical cannabis.
Our Mission
Giving patients a helping hand – facilitating access to medical cannabis for a range of conditions
where treatment is supported by medical evidence but not possible due to financial constraints.
The high cost associated with prescriptions for medical cannabis can be a barrier to what is for
some people a life changing medication. As a result, some patients are unable to meet all their
regular financial obligations which impacts the ability to start or continue treatment. We look
to provide financial assistance to cover the costs of treatment for a minimum of one year for
each patient who receives one of our grants.
Tangi Medical Foundation will fund treatment for patients who may benefit from medical
cannabis. Grant applications will go through a means assessment and clinical need triage to
shortlist potential grant recipients. Eligibility will be confirmed at no cost to those shortlisted
through a robust clinical assessment.
Our Values
At Tangi Medical Foundation we believe in the core values of compassion and fairness.
We apply this to all our activities. By adhering to these we hope to alleviate the monetary
constraints preventing those with hardship or distress caused by sickness, infirmity, disability,
or any medical condition that can be alleviated with medical cannabis.
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Appendix B

CANNABIS INDUSTRY STATISTICS 2021
How the essential industry performed last year
The nice thing about a rapidly growing industry is the proliferation of new data and insights.
We scoured the internet to find the most important and relevant marijuana statistics for North
America for 2021.
In this report, you will see marijuana consumption stats, the national sentiment around weed
acceptance, cannabis market growth, employment trends, and legal facts. Let us dive into the
findings.
Key findings:
• 12% of Americans are active marijuana users.
• Nationwide cannabis sales increased 67% in 2020.
• Support for legal marijuana is at an all-time high of 68%.
• The U.S. cannabis industry is worth $61 billion.
• Cannabis capital raises declined 67% in 2020.
• Senior-level salaries increased in 2020.
Cannabis market opportunity
The U.S. cannabis industry is worth $61 billion. Every year, analysts predict what the cannabis
industry is worth. And every year that number exceeds expectations. The U.S. cannabis industry
is now projected to be worth $100 billion USD by 2030.For reference, in 2019, Wall Street’s top
cannabis analyst, Cowen Vivien Azer, predicted it would be $80 billion by 2030.
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Illinois: first year of MMJ sales topped $1 billion. Recreational sales started in Illinois in January
2020, and total sales numbers (including both med and rec) topped $1 billion dollars by
December. That is over 14.5 million products sold with 25% going to out-of-state residents.
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States smashed prior years’ sales records, despite COVID-19
2020 was an odd year, with the onset of a global pandemic, quickly changing local regulations,
and an eventual “essential” status for cannabis businesses. Throughout all this, though, several
states crushed prior year sales records, including mature markets like California, Oregon, and
Colorado. Marijuana Business Daily says experts expect this trend of increasing market size to
continue.

Marijuana usage statistics
12% of Americans identified as “current users”
The most recent Gallup poll (from 2019) shows that 12% of Americans are active marijuana
users, which is down slightly (from 13% in 2016).
From 2013 to 2016, the number of people who use marijuana nearly doubled.
Since then, the rate of use has stayed relatively flat.
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22% of Americans aged 18 - 25 used marijuana in the past month
The National Institute of Drug Abuse shows lower numbers compared to Gallup for their most
recent survey (2018).
That survey has 8.6% of individuals over 26 years of age identifying as having used marijuana in
the past month (which correlates to the Gallup criteria for being a current user). This number is
up from 7.9% in their 2017 study.
Meanwhile, 22.1% of 18 - 25-year-olds say they've used marijuana in the past month. Half of all
people over 18 have used marijuana in their lifetime.

192 million people used marijuana in 2018.
Cannabis consumers diversified (though gender is nearing 50/50)
The cannabis consumer continues to diversify.
The 2020 report from Eaze, a cannabis delivery service in the San Francisco Bay Area, shows the
divide in gender disappearing, especially in the boomer age group.
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Regarding age, Eaze’s 2019 report showed consumers age 50+ increasing by 105%. They also
purchased 67% more topicals than in 2018. 2020 sales by generation from dispensaries using
Flowhub shows the generational breakdown of customers as:
2020 Cannabis Sales by Generation
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Similarly, cannabis data firm, Headset, found that from 2019 to 2020, Generation Z had 127%
sales growth, compared to just 5% for boomers.
This could be due to Gen Z aging into the market every day, but the pandemic also played a role
in older generations and their willingness to go out and shop (or use ecommerce).
Nationwide sales increased 67% in 2020

Analysts attribute this massive increase both to changing public perception, but also to the
pandemic. More home-bound than ever, and with ongoing fear of shutdowns, people stocked
up on cannabis to the tune of nearly $18 billion.
Flowhub data from the State of the Cannabis Industry 2020 report shows the percent change in
total sales from 2019 to 2020.
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Even during the summer of 2020, when most states were shut down, dispensaries saw
increased average order size and thus, increased revenue, even as people shopped less
frequently.
Delivery and online ordering reigned supreme
Online ordering, curbside pickup, and delivery were big trends in 2020 that helped consumers
get their products quickly and safely. According to Eaze, in the 30 days following the March 13
declaration of a national emergency, new delivery customer sign-ups jumped by nearly 60%.
Similarly, the State of the Cannabis Industry found that stores with order ahead enabled sold
22% more on average compared to stores without order ahead. Not surprisingly, tech
companies in cannabis ecommerce, like Dutchie, dramatically increased their market share in
2020.
14% of Americans used CBD products
CBD is a broad category and has hit mainstream since becoming federally legal in 2018. While
marijuana users and CBD users may be different, it is important to note usage in this group.
According to Gallup, 14% of all U.S. adults use CBD. This jumps to 20% for those ages 18-29.
Perhaps most interesting is the question of familiarity with CBD products: 49% of those age 65+
are unfamiliar with CBD (compared to just 26% of those age 18-29).
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The same study found the most common reasons for using CBD include:
Pain - 40%
Anxiety - 20%
Sleep/Insomnia - 11%
Arthritis - 8%
Migraines/Headaches - 5%

Acceptance of recreational marijuana
Recreational use is legal in 12 U.S. states
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As of January 2021, 12 states have legalized the use of recreational cannabis (in addition to
medical marijuana) for individuals over age 21: California, Alaska, Oregon, Washington, Maine,
Colorado, Nevada, Vermont, Michigan, Massachusetts, Illinois, and Arizona (plus the District of
Columbia).

During the 2020 election, Arizona voted to legalize recreational and started sales in late January.
Montana and New Jersey also voted to legalize adult-use. South Dakota voted in favor of
medical and recreational simultaneously.
Two in three Americans support marijuana legalization
According to a Gallup poll, support for legal marijuana is at an all-time high of 68%. Among 18
to 29-year-olds, that support rises to 79%. In 2018, 66% of all Americans supported legalization.
The first time Gallup took the same poll, in 1969, just 12% of American held the same view.
Currently 48% of Republicans and 83% of Democrats are in favor, showing that recreational
legalization at the state level in Republican-dominated states still has a way to go. Between
2018 and 2020, Republican support for legalization decreased (from 53% to 48%), while
Democrat support jumped (from 71% to 83%). That said, several traditionally red states have
entered the cannabis market with gusto, including Oklahoma.
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Growth of the medical marijuana market
Medical cannabis is now legal in 34 US states
Cannabis is also now legal in 34 states for medical purposes: Hawaii, Montana, Rhode Island,
New Mexico, New Jersey, Delaware, Connecticut, Illinois, New Hampshire, Maryland,
Minnesota, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Florida, North Dakota, Arkansas, Louisiana, West
Virginia, Oklahoma, Utah, Missouri. And the 12 states that also have recreational marijuana:
California, Alaska, Oregon, Washington, Maine, Colorado, Nevada, Vermont, Michigan,
Massachusetts, Illinois, Arizona, and the District of Columbia. Election day 2020 was big for
medical marijuana: Mississippi voted to legalize medical, and South Dakota passed legislation
for both med and rec.
Time from medical to recreational to first sale shortened
As the industry matures, we’re seeing significantly less time from when medical weed is first
legalized, to the first recreational sale. According to Marijuana Business Daily, California took
7,308 days from med to rec to first sale. Massachusetts, just 1,463 days.
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Employment demand
2020 staffing stalled during COVID-19; resumed pace by year-end
The 2020 Cannabis Industry Salary Guide from staffing agency, Vangst, found that most
companies were planning to increase headcount in 2020. However, the immediate reaction
once the pandemic swept the U.S. was to maintain or even reduce headcount.
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Hiring bounced back by Fall 2020. And while mature markets, like Denver, LA, Portland, and
Seattle were hotspots for hiring cannabis-experienced professionals, the place to look for job
seekers wanting to enter the industry are new legal marijuana markets are Detroit, Boston,
Chicago, Tulsa, St. Louis, Reno, Tucson, Newark, and Philly.

Senior-level cannabis salaries increased in 2020
According to Vangst’s survey of marijuana industry professionals, median salary for retail roles
increased in 2020 (compared to 2019). Dispensary General Manager salaries increased by 13%
and Director of Retail Operations saw a healthy 22% increase.
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20,000 new cannabis jobs expected in 5 years
As new states enter the legal market, with it comes new cannabis workers.
Vangst found that in the new states alone — Montana, South Dakota, New Jersey, Arizona, and
Mississippi — 26,000 new jobs are expected in the next five years. Nearly 20,000 jobs are
anticipated in New Jersey alone. Thousands of cannabis jobs are currently posted on Glassdoor
nationwide.
Legal updates
Cannabis won the 2020 elections
Every cannabis-related ballot measure in 2020 passed, including a few new medical markets,
and several new recreational markets. South Dakota was the first state to legalize medical and
recreational marijuana at the same time. And with 1 in 3 Americans now living in legal states,
the rest of the U.S. is facing pressure to legalize as well. Immediately after the election, with Joe
Biden winning and Democrats taking control of the House and Senate, legalization
conversations intensified. New York, followed by the rest of the Northeast, is making headlines
with plans to move legalization forward, recognizing the economic impact and tax revenue of
legalization and the desire to stay competitive with neighboring states.
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Appendix C

Tangi can help fight against the Global Opioid Crisis with
Medical Cannabis at the heart of the solution
Opioid medications have been big in the news lately. These are drugs, such as codeine and
oxycontin, that have long been the go-to medications for managing severe and chronic pain.
Although opioids can be effective pain relievers, they have some serious drawbacks, including
the potential for addiction and fatal overdose. As rates of addiction and overdose have risen to
alarming levels, global government bodies have recently begun to revise prescribing laws,
limiting the ways in which doctors may prescribe these painkillers. . Medical cannabis is a new
addition in the global wellness and health psyche. Some scientists, after considering how
medical cannabis works, have been studying the possibility of it being the solution, or part of
the answer to help fight against the worldwide opioid crisis.
While these laws will keep patients safer from addiction and overdose, many patients with
chronic pain depend on opioid medications to make that pain bearable and to make it possible
for them to function normally. Doctors now face the challenge of finding ways to help these
patients manage their pain without opioids. One potential option that neurosurgeons may be
able to use to help ease their patients’ pain while avoiding opioids: Medical Cannabis.
Cannabis is proving to be not only effective but safer than opioids for treating a wide range of
illnesses, including chronic pain. He cited studies that show marijuana treatment eases the pain
of rheumatoid arthritis, fibromyalgia, inflammatory bowel diseases and even cancer, as well as
neuropathic (nerve) pain. The cannabis plant, which is where marijuana comes from, contains
naturally occurring compounds called cannabinoids. These cannabinoids fit perfectly into
receptors in the human body called, appropriately, cannabinoid receptors. One type of
cannabinoid, called tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), produces a psychoactive effect when it fits
into its receptor, which causes the “high” associated with marijuana use. Another cannabinoid,
called cannabinol (CBD), does not produce a high but does ease severe and chronic pain.
What about the stigma of cannabis use? Isn’t marijuana a gateway drug to heavier drug use? If
this were the case, we would be seeing the rates of opioid abuse and overdose deaths go up in
countries where medical marijuana is legal, as users seek out the more powerful drugs. Instead,
statistics show that opioid overdose deaths decreased in places that legalized medical
marijuana. In a world where millions of people suffer from chronic pain and the standard opioid
pain medications have some serious drawbacks, it might be time to consider the medical use of
cannabis where it is legal to do so. It could be a promising option for chronic pain patients, with
fewer risks. Tangi is promoting plants rather than pills through education and awareness.
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Appendix D

Saving the Plant – How Tangi Contributes
Cannabis is one of the world’s oldest crops. It also happens to be one of the most versatile.
From plastics to paper, the cannabis plant provides a way to live in harmony with the
environment and the ecosystems that support it. Just to give you an idea how far this plant can
take us, here are some amazing ways cannabis can be a game-changer for planet Earth.
1) Growing cannabis prevents pesticide pollution
Did you know cannabis is naturally resistant to pests? Unlike cotton or flax (which are estimated
to consume 50% of all pesticides) growing cannabis does requires fewer pesticides or herbicides.
When pesticides are sprayed on land, they can easily seep into water sources such as a river,
ocean, or pond. If pesticides contaminate a body of water, it can harm the living creatures
within that water source (fish, frogs, insects, and more) along with anyone ingesting it.
Pesticides have been linked to cancer, birth defects, ADHD, and Alzheimer’s Disease to name a
few. So not only are pesticides dangerous for the environment, but they are also a hazard to
our health. By integrating cannabis, we can significantly reduce our exposure to unnecessary
toxins and pollutants.
2) Cannabis helps restores soil fertility
Cannabis can grow in a wide variety of terrains and soil types. It forms deep roots helping to
hold the soil together. This in turn prevents soil erosion. In fact, cannabis also increases the
microbial content of the soil. And the incredible benefits do not end there. The stem and leaves
of the cannabis plant are rich in nutrients. After harvesting, these nutrient-dense remnants of
the cannabis plant can be returned to the soil, rejuvenating it for a richer yield the following
year.
3) Cannabis can produce biodegradable plastics
Plastic water bottles can take anywhere between 400 and 1,000 years to decompose. The basic
building blocks of plastics are cellulose derived from petroleum. Yet petroleum is highly toxic.
Cannabis on the other hand happens to be the greatest cellulose producer on earth. It also
happens to be biodegradable. Why not use non-toxic and biodegradable cannabis for producing
plastics? Instead of stuffing our landfills with toxic chemicals we could reuse and recycle natural
products.
4) The cannabis plant absorbs toxic metals
Soil sustains life. The plants that feed, clothe, and house us originate from the earth. Yet we
have become increasingly detached from this basic human need. Meanwhile, man-made waste
has contaminated soil across the globe. Both our planet’s health and our personal health are
under duress, and the need for change is imminent. It has already been proven that cannabis
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can eliminate toxins from the environment. Cannabis is so effective at absorbing toxic materials
it has even been considered for removing radiation from Fukushima.
5) Cannabis is an outstanding renewable biofuel
Imagine if there was a non-toxic fuel source that could be domestically produced and was
totally renewable. Turns out that material already exists. It has been on this planet for
hundreds and thousands of years. Cannabis converts to biodiesel at a 97 percent efficiency rate.
It also burns at a lower temperature than any other type of biofuel. Plus, when burned in a
diesel engine, cannabis eradicates the exhaust odor of petroleum with the pleasant smell of
cannabis. With over 65,000,000 miles of roads around the world, transitioning to cannabis
biodiesel could help heal our planet one mile at a time.
6) Fabrics made from cannabis do not contain chemical residue
Did you know most synthetic fibers we use today are manufactured from polymer-based
petrochemical materials (AKA highly toxic materials)? Producing these synthetic materials
requires an energy-intensive process, burning large amounts of gas, coal, or crude oil. If that
was not enough, this type of manufacturing process releases toxic emissions into the air while
also leaving toxic residues within the fibers. Not exactly a pleasant notion. Yet, this problem can
be avoided by switching to cannabis. Cannabis fibers are easily removed from the plant and can
create clothing with zero chemical residue. Cannabis is also an exceptionally durable fabric and
UV resistant.
7) Cannabis can reduce effects of carbon emissions
Industrial cannabis has the power to transform the environment. Cannabis is unique in that it is
one of the few crops capable of reducing carbon emissions through rapid carbon dioxide uptake.
It does this through a process known as carbon sequestration. When cultivated, cannabis
captures carbon emissions from the atmosphere. Essentially, cannabis helps sequester or “trap”
carbon from the air into plants. For every ton of cannabis produced, 1.63 tons of carbon is
removed from the air.
8) Cultivating cannabis prevents deforestation
Deforestation is increasing across the globe at alarming rates. Scientists now believe the rate of
deforestation equates to a loss of 48 football fields every minute. Within 100 years, it is
estimated there will be no rainforests. But there is hope. Cannabis can easily replace trees as
the source of raw material for wood and paper. One acre of cannabis can produce as much
paper annually as four acres of trees. While trees take years to mature, cannabis can be grown
and rapidly reproduced within months. Cannabis paper is also more durable than paper
produced from trees. In other words, this is a no-brainer – transitioning to cannabis could
literally save our trees, and ultimately, our planet.
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9) Industrial cannabis conserves water
It can take more than 5,000 gallons of water to produce 2.2 pounds of cotton. In fact, cotton is
one of the most water-dependent crops around and is quickly depleting our limited freshwater
sources. Meanwhile, cannabis requires minimal irrigation in comparison to cotton. A study in
the UK comparing cotton production to cannabis production found that cannabis required 634898 gallons of water to produce 2.2 pounds of cannabis. Considering cannabis is suitable for
fiber production, it is clear to see the superior option.
10) Cannabis supports sustainable farming practices
Farmers who practice sustainable farming techniques know the importance of rotating crops by
season. Not only does it keep the soil nutrient-rich, but it also increases the overall yield.
Cannabis happens to be an ideal plant for crop rotation. It enriches the soil while also removing
toxins. Growing cannabis helps keep the soil and air more habitable for years to come.
11) Growing cannabis prevents soil compaction and erosion
Did you now soil compaction and erosion are some of the biggest problems plaguing farmers
today? However, cannabis can repair damaged soils. In fact, introducing cannabis into crop
rotations not only adds diversity but can also reverse the effects of soil compact and erosion.
Cannabis contains deep roots that can reach up to nine feet below the surface. These hearty
roots help to break up soil compaction while also increasing nutrient absorption.
12) Cannabis builds stronger and healthier homes
The use of the cannabis plant can extend into every aspect of our lives – including our homes.
Fiberboards made from a cannabis-based composite are stronger and lighter than those made
from wood. Not to mention the combination of cannabis and lime (HempCrete) results in a
soundproofing system and insulation superior to that of concrete. Hemp homes are also shown
to have incredible durability. One Hemp home in Japan is estimated to be over 300 years old!
Perhaps even more astonishing, cannabis homes also provide a healthier living environment.
Unlike fiberglass or drywall, HempCrete is nontoxic and mold resistant. If we are smart about
this, cannabis homes will be the future of green living.
13) Cannabis reduces air pollution
Air pollution is not only harmful to human health but can also cause several devastating
environmental effects. While China is the world’s largest producer of carbon dioxide, with the
United States close behind at number 2. Should we choose to ignore this reality, these
problems are likely to increase even further. Meanwhile, cannabis can break down pollutants
and improve air quality. Cannabis can even be used as a paper source, eliminating the need for
chlorine bleaching – a direct cause of excess carbon dioxide in the environment.
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14) Cannabis grows in almost any environment
Imagine if there was a crop that could be cultivated almost anywhere in the world. In fact, this
crop required zero pesticides and could produce over 25,000 products. Better yet, this crop
could mature within months and keep producing for years to come. Surprise – that crop is
cannabis. Cannabis is an incredibly durable plant. While cannabis thrives in a mild climate and
humid atmosphere, it can survive almost anywhere. From China to Colorado, cannabis can grow
in a broad range of climate types, which means cannabis has the potential to be sourced locally.
A source of food, income, and more – cannabis farming could change lives for the better.
Cannabis can also lead to more sustainable farming, which in turn will bolster local economies
while having a positive impact on the environment.
15) Cannabis can help curb world hunger
Around 795 million people are undernourished globally. In developing countries (where 92
percent of children live) 30 out of every 100 will experience stunted growth due to a lack of
nutrition.
Now, imagine if cannabis were in the picture. Not only is cannabis inexpensive, but it can also
be grown almost anywhere. In fact, cannabis seeds are one of the most nutritionally dense food
sources on this planet. A complete protein – cannabis seeds supply the body with amino acids,
vitamins, and much more!
In addition, cannabis seeds can also produce two vital food products – oil and flour. So not only
is cannabis nutritionally rich but also versatile. Cultivating cannabis as a staple crop could
change people’s lives for the better worldwide, especially if you consider the vast number of
people that could not only be fed but also nourished by this superfood. Humankind have been
cultivating cannabis for thousands of years. Some anthropologists even believe cannabis was
the first agricultural crop domesticated by humans over twelve thousand years ago. It is time
we return to our roots. Switching to cannabis products may not solve all the world’s problems
but it is a start. Cannabis has the potential to leave a cleaner and greener planet for future
generations. So, what are we waiting for? It is time to let the cannabis plant shine for once and
for all.
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